Grade 10a
Task 1 – Part 2
Development of a Storyboard

Superheroes, Supervillains and superhero Cities
You should have some images of your own that you found as inspiration for the next
section of the assignment. Here is a selection of images that I have researched for
the previous part of the
assignment that you did last
week:

Gotham city

The Superhero Batman
MY CHOSEN VILLIAN :

Penguin

EXPLORE YOUR SUPER VILLIAN : Look closely at the Villain that you have chosen. Create a rough mind
map where you detail information, characteristics and traits that manifest in the supervillain that you have
chosen. It does not have to be Batman’s villain, Penguin. The story and images that I have select4ed are
given purely as an example.

Penguin
When creating your mind map, consider the following:
Backstory:
What were the origins of the Supervillain?
What was the history of this villain?
What influenced him/her to become so evil?
What interests the Supervillain?
Physical traits:
What does he/she look like?
And Skills, abilities, character traits and aspirations.

Take a look at the mind map on the following page that I have developed around
characteristics of Penguin:

Create a storyboard about your new, improved Supervillain:
Once you have completed your mind map you will be ready to create a new version
of your Supervillain. Imagine that your villain has experienced an epiphany of sorts
and that he/she now wants to use their skills and abilities to do good. Imagine that
some sort of life experience has made the Supervillain re-think his/her purpose in
life and he/she now want to make a difference for the good of the city in which
they inhabit.
Read the previous tutorial that I have sent you about the function of a storyboard
and the method used to develop it. Consider the following when developing your
story line for the storyboard:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Aspects and characteristics of your character which you explored in your
mind map.
What was the imagined happening that caused your Supervillain to rethink
his purpose in life?
How does he/she adapt resources, strengths, abilities and skills for the
common good?
What new actions does the Supervillain take.
What specific problem/s does the Supervillain address?

Here is a closeup of the story board with additional notes added:

Here is the completed story board with notations:

Remember that your storyline or theme changes and clarifies as you develop the
story board – that is why you need to add notations. Once you have completed your
storyboard, you will have developed a sound concept for the subject and imagery of
your final artwork – the third part of this creative project.
HAVE FUN AND BE CRFEATIVE. REMEMBER CREATIVE PEOPLE CAN
CHANGE THE WORLD AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE BECAUSE THEY THINK
OUT OF THINK OUT OF THE BOX AND FIND SOLUTIONS THAT OTHERS MISS!
Source of images:
Gotham city: https://darkknightnews.com/2018/11/13/gotham-city-is-available-to-visit-in-real-life/
Batman: https://dc.fandom.com/wiki/Batman_(Bruce_Wayne)
Penguin: https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo/the-penguin-batman.html
Mind map about Penguin: developed by Michelle Welvering
Storyboard about Penguin: Michelle Welvering.

